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Diamond
in the
rough

Richard Webb counts five reasons
why the new Range Rover Sport may
be the best 4x4 SUV in the world
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here was nothing really wrong with the

outgoing model (equivalent of four adults and

old Range Rover Sport, even though

all their luggage). It’s still a heavy car, but

it really is a Land Rover Discovery in

you’d never know it: it turns in well and

disguise. It sold strongly since its introduction

corners with restrained body roll thanks

in 2005 and with Land Rover, the Indian-owned

to the multi-adjustable air suspension

British brand, in such a confident mood they

and torque-vectoring wizardry that

just couldn’t resist minting a fresh one. Earlier

catapults you around corners smoothly.

this year I drove an early-production version of

The V8 petrol is impressively quick, with

the all-new Range Rover Sport at the Gaydon

0-100km being dismissed in a turbine-smooth

Design and Engineering Centre test track in

5.3 seconds, and the cabin is almost Bentley

Warwickshire, Britain, and again recently at its

quiet, save the muted, rasping aural delights

global media drive in Wales.

from the tailpipes under spirited tramping of
the accelerator. The gearbox – an eight-speed ZF

It’s great fun to drive?

automatic transmission, controllable by paddles

A cornucopia of chassis-control systems and

if you want – is always ready to drop a gear or

loads of automotive alchemy from Mike Cross
and his team of engineers have created a vehicle
that’s astonishingly able. Although the car is
bigger (62mm longer, 55mm wider and a 178mm
longer wheelbase), it’s 420kg lighter than the

two for rapid overtaking, but is equally at home
tripping along the rural byways. So if you’re
a keen driver who likes the elevated driving
of an SUV, but appreciates sporty handling,
consider this a box well and truly ticked.
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It does ‘off-road’ properly

The fiendish test track at Eastnor Castle near
Ledbury has a 50-year heritage of punishing
Land Rovers to within an inch of their fourwheel-driven lives. It’s here that I simply turned
off-road and, with no manual adjustments
to any of the controls, the electronics
transferred the torque to the wheels with
the most hold in the gloopy mud. Permanent
four-wheel drive is via a ZF eight-speed
automatic with a Torsen centre differential.
In the automotive equivalent of dislocating
your shoulders to escape a straightjacket, the
Sport slackens off its suspension to allow the

“ The Sport is both firmer
and quicker than the Range Rover”

wheels to drop into potholes and big dips to keep
it moving. Leaving the terrain-response setting
in Auto selects the best compromise for the
suspension and driveline. It also shows you axle

The interior borrows from its more expensive
sibling, which is no bad thing as it’s every bit
as stylish and even more calming to live with

articulation in real time on the iPad-sized centre

than the already excellent Range Rover’s.

display. An optional wading-depth indicator

Even though you sit in an elevated position,

and all-round cameras help you to keep clear of

you sit in the car, rather than on it, which

Sandton pavements or sill-crushing rocks. The

gives a cosseted feeling of sportiness. There

Range Rover Sport is configured primarily for

is lots of practical storage space, including

road use, but you’ll barely notice when you take

a clever cooler-box in the centre console.

it off-road in a boggy field or impossibly difficult
terrain. Off-road, it’s unsurpassed by rivals.

It rides like a limousine

Land Rover has deliberately engineered a
It looks the business

palpable difference between the two biggest

The styling of the Sport combines some of the

Range Rovers – the Sport is both firmer

prettiest dynamic qualities of the flagship Range

and quicker than the Range Rover, and is

Rover with the wedge-like lines of the Evoque.

always quiet over bumps thanks to its Range

Design touches are still unmistakeably Range

Rover ‘Premium Lightweight Architecture’

Rover, with its clamshell bonnet, rounded

underpinnings. Motorways and cruising on

nose and longer tail giving it a more balanced,

narrow Welsh country lanes were dispatched

grown-up look. Interior material quality

with aplomb, its quicker steering and impressive

is superb and there are plenty of technical

damper control giving it a gazelle-like agility,

marvels to keep you highly impressed: adaptive

which is truly noteworthy given its size. Space

cruise control, high-quality soft leather, sat-

packaging is also much better: it has much more

nav, parking sensors, blind-spot monitoring

rear-passenger room than before and it exudes

and a whole host of desirable extras.

a multi-sensory treat every time you travel.
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Not sure
about the
Range Rover
Sport? Try
these rivals…
1. Porsche
Cayenne It
feels even more
engaging to drive
than the Sport, but
not as refined or
comfortable over
long journeys.

“ The Range Rover Sport is
configured primarily for road
use, but you’ll barely notice
when you take it off-road in
a boggy field or impossibly
difficult terrain”

It’s the only car you’ll ever need

The Land Rover designers and engineers I
spoke to told me they had one aim: to offer
the most dynamic Land Rover yet. They’ve
under-promised and over-delivered, taking
the performance of the car to another level.
On sale in November this year at prices
starting around R795 000, the range consists
of the 3.0-litre SDV6 diesel (0 -100kph in 7.2
seconds and a combined 7.9 l/100km), the
3.0-litre LR-V6 supercharged petrol (0-100kph
in 7.2 seconds and a combined 11.3 l/100km)
and the 5.0-litre LR-V8 supercharged petrol
(0 -100kph in 5.3 seconds, a combined 13.8
l/100km). There’s no doubt that the Sport is
a hugely complex piece of engineering, but it
does not allow this complexity to come between
the driver and the car. It’s all the better for it
and I reckon it’s the best 4x4 SUV available.
And a few reasons why it may not be…

You don’t get a split tailgate, and the boot space
is smaller than the old model. The sat-nav and
instrument graphics are not as good as the car
deserves. Unlike other markets, there are no
‘five plus two seat’ options and though local
prices have not yet been announced, the Range
Rover Sport will be desirable, but expensive.

2. Jeep Grand
Cherokee The
new model is a
big improvement.
Cabin class and
off-road ability
still lag behind
rivals, but it has
good equipment
levels and decent
on-road feel.
3. BMW X5
Dynamically superb,
but off-road ability
is limited and it’s a
bit dated. It’s about
to be replaced by
a new version at
the Frankfurt Motor
Show.
4. MercedesBenz M-Class
Comfortable and
solid-feeling cabin,
it’s a compelling
buy. Reasonable
running costs but
not as dynamic on
road as the Sport.
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